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The Witches Tree An Agatha Raisin Mystery Agatha
The bossy, vain and irresistible Agatha is back in this latest short
story. Agatha is spending Christmas at home in the Cotswolds - and in
a fit of goodwill towards all men (and women) she invites six of
Carsley's oldest residents to come around and share Christmas lunch
with her. Christmas jollity soon turns to disaster as Agatha
accidentally kills one of her guests with a gruesome homemade
Christmas pudding... so will it be Christmas in the cells for Agatha?
Or can she fix an escape out of this particular festive mess!
Beloved New York Times bestseller M. C. Beaton's cranky, crafty Agatha
Raisin—now the star of a hit T.V. show—is back on the case again in
Down the Hatch. Private detective Agatha Raisin, having recently taken
up power-walking, is striding along a path in Mircester Park during
her lunch break when she hears a cry for help. Rushing over, she finds
an elderly couple, Mr. and Mrs. Swinburn, in the middle of the
green—with the body of an old man lying at their feet. The man, who
the coroner determines died by poisoning, was known as "the Admiral,"
a gardener notorious for his heavy drinking, and Chief Inspector
Wilkes writes the death off as an accident caused by the consumption
of weedkiller stored in a rum bottle. Agatha is not convinced that
anyone would mistake weedkiller for rum but carries on with her work
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at Raisin Investigations, until she receives an anonymous tip that the
Admiral’s death was no accident. Local gossip points to the Swinburns
themselves as the killers, spurred by a feud at the club where they,
as well as the Admiral, were members. Distraught at this accusation,
they turn to Agatha to clear their name, and she takes the
case—despite the warnings of Chief Inspector Wilkes. Agatha encounters
one suspicious character after another, becoming further enmeshed in
the Admiral’s own dark and shady past. And when she's run off the
road, narrowly escaping with her life, and then another attack occurs,
it becomes clear that someone doesn’t want the case closed—and will
stop at nothing to prevent Agatha from solving it.
The Blood of an Englishman continues the tradition in M. C. Beaton's
beloved Agatha Raisin cozy mystery series—now a hit show on Acorn TV
and public television. "Fee, fie, fo, fum. I smell the blood of an
Englishman..." Even though Agatha Raisin loathes amateur dramatics,
her friend Mrs. Bloxby, the vicar's wife, has persuaded her to support
the local pantomime. Stifling a yawn at the production of "Babes in
the Woods," Agatha watches the baker playing an ogre strut and
threaten on the stage, until a trapdoor opens and the Ogre disappears
in an impressive puff of smoke. Only he doesn't re-appear at final
curtain. Surely this isn't the way the scene was rehearsed? When it
turns out the popular baker has been murdered, Agatha puts her team of
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private detectives on the case. They soon discover more feuds and
temperamental behavior in amateur theatrics than in a professional
stage show—and face more and more danger as the team gets too close to
the killer. The Blood of an Englishman is Agatha's 25th adventure, and
you'd think she would have learned by now not to keep making the same
mistakes. Alas, no—yet Agatha's flaws only make her more endearing. In
this sparkling new entry in M. C. Beaton's New York Times bestselling
series of modern cozies, Agatha Raisin once again "manages to
infuriate, amuse, and solicit our deepest sympathies as we watch her
blunder her way boldly through another murder mystery"
(Bookreporter.com).
Something Borrowed, Someone Dead continues the tradition in M. C.
Beaton's beloved Agatha Raisin cozy mystery series—now a hit show on
Acorn TV and public television. Gloria French was a jolly widow with
dyed blonde hair, a raucous laugh and rosy cheeks. When she first
moved from London to the charming Cotswolds hills, she was heartily
welcomed. She seemed a do-gooder par excellence, raising funds for the
church and caring for the elderly. But she had a nasty habit of
borrowing things and not giving them back, just small things, a teapot
here, a set of silverware there. So it's quite the shock when she is
found dead, murdered by a poisoned bottle of elderberry wine. Afraid
the murder will be a blight on the small town, Parish councillor,
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Jerry Tarrant, hires private detective Agatha Raisin to track down the
murderer. But the village is secretive and the residents resent
Agatha's investigation. Of course that doesn't stop the everpersistent Agatha from investigating and sticking her nose where no
one wants it—especially as the suspect list grows. And, as if it isn't
enough that Agatha's ex has reentered the picture, the murderer is now
targeting Agatha! With M.C. Beaton's Something Borrowed, Someone Dead
the bossy, vain, and absolutely irresistible, Agatha Raisin continues
to be a fan favorite.
The Worst Witch
The Witches' Tree
THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER
There Goes the Bride
The Way of the Cat

Named a New York Times Notable Book of 2018 and a Best Book of 2018 by
NPR, The New York Times Book Review, Amazon, The Boston Globe, LitHub,
Vulture, Slate, Elle, Vox, and Electric Literature “Tana French’s best and most
intricately nuanced novel yet.” —The New York Times An “extraordinary”
(Stephen King) and “mesmerizing” (LA Times) new standalone novel from the
master of crime and suspense and author of the forthcoming novel The Searcher.
From the writer who “inspires cultic devotion in readers” (The New Yorker) and
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has been called “incandescent” by Stephen King, “absolutely mesmerizing” by
Gillian Flynn, and “unputdownable” (People) comes a gripping new novel that
turns a crime story inside out. Toby is a happy-go-lucky charmer who’s dodged a
scrape at work and is celebrating with friends when the night takes a turn that will
change his life—he surprises two burglars who beat him and leave him for dead.
Struggling to recover from his injuries, beginning to understand that he might
never be the same man again, he takes refuge at his family’s ancestral home to
care for his dying uncle Hugo. Then a skull is found in the trunk of an elm tree in
the garden—and as detectives close in, Toby is forced to face the possibility that
his past may not be what he has always believed. A spellbinding standalone from
one of the best suspense writers working today, The Witch Elm asks what we
become, and what we’re capable of, when we no longer know who we are.
Tamsin is raised believing that she alone in her witch family lacks a magical
"Talent," but when her sister is taken by an old rival of the family in an attempt to
change the balance of power, Tamsin discovers her true destiny.
Agatha Raisin and the Case of the Curious Curate continues the tradition in M. C.
Beaton's beloved Agatha Raisin cozy mystery series—now a hit show on Acorn
TV and public television. Agatha Raisin is feeling miserable—and with good
reason. Her ex-husband, James, has abandoned her, and she's been humiliated
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by an unseemly proposition from John Armitage, her handsome neighbor. So
complete is her devastation that Agatha has given up on makeup and taken to
wearing the loose cotton dresses and flat, sensible shoes she has always
abhorred. But there is light at the end of this dark and lonely tunnel, and its
source is Carsely's beatific new curate, Tristan Delon. With his golden hair, large
blue eyes, and perfect mouth, Tristan has attracted the interest of more than a
few of his female congregants. And to her surprise, he seems to have taken a
special interest in Agatha. Despite his charms, however, there is something odd
about the curate, and after he's found dead in the vicar's study, it's up to Agatha
and John to investigate.
A Newbery Honor Book that the New York Times called "an eerie delight," The
Wish Giver is an engaging literary folk story about those who get what they wish
for—whether they want it or not. The people of Coven Tree are no strangers to
magic. In fact, the town's very name comes from a gnarled old tree where covens
of witches used to gather. Even now, imps and fiends continue to appear,
frightening the townsfolk with their devilish pranks. Usually these creatures are
easy to spot. They have a particular smell, or sound, or way of moving, that
betrays their dark nature. But Thaddeus Blinn showed none of these signs when
he came to Coven Tree. He was just a funny little man who drifted into town with
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a strange tale about being able to give people whatever they wished—for only fifty
cents. There was nothing scary about him. At least, not until the wishing began...
Three Tales of Coven Tree
Once a Witch
The Wish Giver
Agatha Raisin: Beating About the Bush
By the Pricking of My Thumbs

'Every new Agatha Raisin escapade is a total joy' ASHLEY JENSEN 'No wonder
she's been crowned Queen of Cosy Crime' MAIL ON SUNDAY 'A Beaton novel is like
The Archers on speed' DAILY MAIL 'The detective novels of M C Beaton have
reached cult status' THE TIMES Nothing could be more relaxing or sedate than a
quiet game of bowls on a pristine bowling green bathed in the sunshine of an
English summer's afternoon in the Cotswolds - unless there's a dead body lying on
the grass. Agatha Raisin becomes embroiled in a turmoil of jealousy and lies when
the tranquility of her local bowls club explodes into a storm of accusation and
intrigue - and murder. Her private life is no less turbulent when a past suitor
reappears just as her ex-husband seems intent on rekindling their romance, and
her close friend, Bill Wong, is in danger of losing the woman he loves. Events take
an even darker turn when Agatha realises that, in pursuing the bowling green
killer, she is putting her own life in danger... Praise for M. C. Beaton's Agatha
Raisin mysteries: 'Irresistible, unputdownable, a joy' Anne Robinson 'Full of
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perfectly pitched interest, intrigue, and charm' Lee Child 'Agatha is like Miss
Marple with a drinking problem, a pack-a-day habit and major man lust. In fact, I
think she could be living my dream life' Entertainment Weekly 'M. C. Beaton's
imperfect heroine is an absolute gem' Publishers Weekly '[Agatha] is a glorious
cross between Miss Marple, Auntie Mame, and Lucille Ball . . . She's wonderful' St.
Petersburg Times 'Few things in life are more satisfying than to discover a brandnew Agatha Raisin mystery' Tampa Tribune-Times 'Beaton has a winner in the
irrepressible, romance-hungry Agatha' Chicago Sun-Times
Ninety-six four-color paintings complement a story that follows the sage cat
Kuching as he takes the young and inexperienced Sunshine under his wing.
25,000 first printing. National ad/promo. BOMC & Homestyle Bk Club.
Beloved New York Times bestseller M. C. Beaton's cranky, crafty Agatha
Raisin—now the star of a hit T.V. show—is back on the case again in Hot to Trot.
When Private Detective Agatha Raisin learns that her friend and one-time lover
Charles Fraith is to be married to a mysterious socialite, Miss Mary Brown-Field,
she sees it as her duty to find out what she can about the woman. Coming up
empty, Agatha—out of selfless concern for Charles, of course—does the only
sensible thing she can think of: she crashes their wedding, which ends in a public
altercation. Nursing a hangover the next morning, she gets a phone call from
Charles, with even more disturbing news: Mary has been murdered. Agatha takes
on the case, and quickly becomes entrenched in the competitive equestrian
world, in which Mary had been enmeshed—as well as the victim’s surprisingly
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violent past. Agatha finds no shortage of motives among a wide range of
characters, from Mary's old riding competitors, to enemies from her schoolgirl
days, to her surly father, who threatens Agatha to mind her own business.
Meanwhile, the police department has its money on another suspect: Agatha. Will
she track down the criminal in time, or end up behind bars herself?
'Every new Agatha Raisin escapade is a total joy' ASHLEY JENSEN 'No wonder
she's been crowned Queen of Cosy Crime' MAIL ON SUNDAY 'A Beaton novel is like
The Archers on speed' DAILY MAIL 'The detective novels of M C Beaton have
reached cult status' THE TIMES Private Detective Agatha Raisin immerses herself
in the glittering lifestyle of the fabulously wealthy when Sir Charles Fraith is
accused of murder - and Agatha is named as his accomplice! A high-society
wedding, a glitzy masked ball, and an introduction to the world of international
show-jumping where the riders are glamorous, the horses are beautiful, and
intrigue runs deep, leave Agatha with a list of suspects as long as a stallion's tail.
Sinister evidence then emerges that appears to seal Sir Charles's fate and Agatha
must uncover the truth before a net of skulduggery closes around him and he
loses his ancestral home, his entire estate, and his freedom. And if events weren't
complicated enough... Agatha's ex-husband James Lacey is back in Carsely and
back in Agatha's heart... Praise for M. C. Beaton's Agatha Raisin mysteries:
'Irresistible, unputdownable, a joy' Anne Robinson 'Full of perfectly pitched
interest, intrigue, and charm' Lee Child 'Agatha is like Miss Marple with a drinking
problem, a pack-a-day habit and major man lust. In fact, I think she could be
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living my dream life' Entertainment Weekly 'M. C. Beaton's imperfect heroine is
an absolute gem' Publishers Weekly '[Agatha] is a glorious cross between Miss
Marple, Auntie Mame, and Lucille Ball . . . She's wonderful' St. Petersburg Times
'Few things in life are more satisfying than to discover a brand-new Agatha Raisin
mystery' Tampa Tribune-Times 'Beaton has a winner in the irrepressible, romancehungry Agatha' Chicago Sun-Times
Agatha Raisin and the Quiche of Death
Now a major TV series (All Souls 1)
A Discovery of Witches
Agatha Raisin and the Christmas Crumble
Agatha Raisin: Hot to Trot
Felicity Bat's cool big sister, Idabelle, is always up to no good, but when Tiga and Fluffanora are
invited to join her secret clique, The Points, they can't resist. But soon they realise that Idabelle
doesn't really want to make friends. She's using them – and a bit of magic – to bring back the
infamous outlaw witch gang, the Ritzy Six! Tiga and Fluffanora are going to need all the help they
can get to magic history's most mischievous witches back to the past. Unfortunately, Felicity Bat is
furious with them and Fran is just a teensy bit busy starring in the TV wrestling event of the
century ... FAIRY FIGHTZ! Join all your favourite Witch Wars witches on their sixth adventure!
Invited to spend a seaside vacation with her ex-husband, James Lacey, at a rundown town called
Snoth-on-Sea, Agatha Raisin becomes the prime suspect in the murder of a woman staying at the
same hotel and is forced to step in to find the real culprit.
Nobody loves an honest man--or that was what police sergeant Hamish Macbeth tried to tell
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newcomer Paul English. Paul had moved to a house in Cnothan, a sour village on Hamish's beat,
where he immediately started to stir up outrage among his neighbors. Paul first attended church
in Lochdubh and told the minister, Mr. Wellington, that his sermons were boring. He then told
tweedy Mrs. Wellington that she was too fat and should set a better example in these days of
increasing obesity. Angela Brody was told her detective stories were pap for the masses and that
she should write real literature instead. He accused Hamish of having dyed his fiery red hair. He
told Jessie Currie--who compulsively repeats all the last words of her twin sister--that she needed
psychiatric help. "I speak as I find," he bragged. A refrain of "I could kill that man," could be
heard from Lochdubh to Cnothan. And someone did. Now Hamish is faced with a bewildering
array of suspects, this time without the services of his clumsy policeman, Charlie, who resigned
from the force after one too many confrontations with Hamish's incompetent boss, Chief Inspector
Blair. But can Hamish find the killer on his own?
"Investigating the cruel murder of an elderly spinster whose body was discovered hanged from
tree at the edge of their small village, Agatha Raisin tackles an escalating mystery that risk both
her reputation and her life"--Amazon.com.
Agatha Raisin and the Witches' Tree
Agatha Raisin and the Love from Hell
Death of an Honest Man
The Blood of an Englishman
Agatha Raisin and the Haunted House
'Every new Agatha Raisin escapade is a total joy' ASHLEY JENSEN 'No wonder she's been
crowned Queen of Cosy Crime' MAIL ON SUNDAY 'A Beaton novel is like The Archers on speed'
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DAILY MAIL Commemorative edition of the first Agatha Raisin mystery from bestselling author M.
C. Beaton, who sadly passed away last year __________________________ Revenge is a dish
best served warm... High-flying public relations supremo Agatha Raisin has decided to take early
retirement. She's off to make a new life in a picture-perfect Cotswold village. To make friends, she
enters the local quiche-making competition - and to make quite sure of first prize she secretly
pays a visit to a London deli. Alas, the competition judge succumbs after tasting her perfect
quiche, and Agatha is revealed as a cheat and potential poisoner. Definitely not the best start. So
Agatha must turn amateur sleuth - she's absolutely got to track down the real killer and clear her
name! Praise for the Agatha Raisin series: 'Full of perfectly pitched interest, intrigue, and charm'
Lee Child 'M. C. Beaton's imperfect heroine is an absolute gem' Publishers Weekly 'Irresistible,
unputdownable, a joy' Anne Robinson
Widowed Mary Bolton, like Miss Jean Brodie, considers herself in her prime. Not satisfied with
car boot sales, dances at the bowling club and reading to the elderly, she throws herself into
bellringing with gusto - much to the annoyance of her neighbours. But when the industrious Mary
is found swinging from a bell rope, Jessica Brand - who only days before had threatened to
strangle Mary with the very same rope - fears she will be accused. There's nothing left to do but
call in private detective Agatha Raisin to untangle the web of sex, money, deceit ... and murder.
New York Times bestseller M. C. Beaton's cranky, crafty Agatha Raisin—now the star of a hit
T.V. show—is back on the case again in The Dead Ringer. The idyllic Cotswolds village of Thirk
Magna is best known for the medieval church of St. Ethelred and its bells, which are the pride and
glory of the whole community. As the bell-ringers get ready for the visit of the dashing Bishop
Peter Salver-Hinkley, the whole village is thrown into a frenzy. Meanwhile, Agatha convinces one
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of the bell-ringers, the charming lawyer Julian Brody, to hire her to investigate the mystery of the
Bishop’s ex-fiancée: a local heiress, Jennifer Toynby, who went missing years ago and whose
body was never found... Meanwhile, the bodies in the village just keep on piling up: the corpse of
Larry Jensen, a local policeman, is discovered in the crypt. Millicent Dupin, one of a pair of bellringing identical twins, is murdered near the church. And Terry Fletcher, a journalist and (briefly)
Agatha’s lover, is found dead in her sitting room! Agatha widens her investigation and very soon
her main suspect is the handsome Bishop himself. But could he really be behind this series of
violent killings, or is it someone who wants to bring him—and his reputation—down?
A vengeful ghost comes back to haunt the living? Reports of a haunted house soon have Agatha
snooping around, but it turns out the victim of the haunting is a universally disliked old biddy on
whom someone is playing a practical joke. And then the old lady is murdered - but for Agatha,
solving a crime is much more fun than hunting a ghost! Very soon she's up to her usual tricks,
involving the villagers, local police, and, of course, her handsome new neighbour . . . Praise for
the Agatha Raisin series: 'Fast-paced, witty and well-plotted.' MyShelf.com 'Sharp, witty, hugely
intelligent, unfailingly entertaining, delightfully intolerant and oh so magnificently non-PC, M.C.
Beaton has created a national treasure' Anne Robinson 'M.C. Beaton's imperfect heroine is an
absolute gem' Publishers Weekly 'The Miss Marple-like Raisin is a refreshing, sensible,
wonderfully eccentric, thoroughly likeable heroine.' Booklist
The Inside Scoop on the Witches of Ritzy City
As the Pig Turns
Something Borrowed, Someone Dead
Agatha Raisin and the Wizard of Evesham
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Agatha Raisin in Down the Hatch

The local ladies all deem Mr John a wizard, so when Agatha finds a few
grey hairs on her head - and the rinse she tries at home turns her hair
purple - she makes a beeline for the handsome Evesham hairdresser. And
as well as sorting out her hair it soon becomes clear the charming man
also has designs on her heart - but their future together is cut short when
Mr John is fatally poisoned in his salon. Once again Agatha finds herself
embroiled in a murder case. Was it one of Mr John's many customers, all of
whom divulged to him their darkest secrets? Praise for the Agatha Raisin
series: 'M. C. Beaton's imperfect heroine is an absolute gem.' Publishers
Weekly 'The detective novels of M. C. Beaton, a master of outrageous black
comedy, have reached cult status.' The Times 'Being a cranky, middle-aged
female myself, I found Agatha charming!' Amazon customer review 'Agatha
Raisin is sharp, witty, hugely intelligent, unfailingly entertaining,
delightfully intolerant and oh so magnificently non PC. M C Beaton has
created a new national treasure... the stories zing along and are irresistible,
unputdownable, a joy. If you buy one book a year, let it be this. Agatha
Raisin is The Strongest Link.' Anne Robinson
'No wonder she's been crowned Queen of Cosy Crime' Mail on Sunday Toil
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and trouble in store for Agatha! Cotswolds inhabitants are used to bad
weather, but the night sky is especially foggy as Rory and Molly Harris, the
new vicar and his wife, drive slowly home from a dinner party in their
village of Sumpton Harcourt. They struggle to see the road ahead - but then
screech to a halt. Right in front of them, aglow in the headlights of their car,
a body hangs from a lightning-blasted tree at the edge of town. But it's not
suicide; Margaret Darby, an elderly spinster of the parish, has been
murdered - and the villagers are bewildered as to who would commit such a
crime, and why. Agatha Raisin rises to the occasion, delighted to have
some excitement back in her life as if truth be told, she was getting bored
of the long run of lost cats and divorces on the books. But Sumpton
Harcourt is an isolated and unfriendly village, she finds a place that poses
more questions than answers. And when two more murders follow the first,
Agatha begins to fear for her reputation - and her life. That the village has
its own coven of witches certainly doesn't make her feel any better... Praise
for M. C. Beaton's Agatha Raisin series 'A Beaton novel is like The Archers
on speed' Daily Mail 'Agatha is like Miss Marple with a drinking problem, a
pack-a-day habit and major man lust. In fact, I think she could be living my
dream life' Entertainment Weekly 'The detective novels of M C Beaton, a
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master of outrageous black comedy, have reached cult status' The Times
Despite her interest in a handsome new Frenchman, Agatha Raisin cannot
get her mind off her ex-husband James Lacey, especially when his young
bride is killed right before saying "I do" and Agatha becomes the prime
suspect, leading her to enlist the help of her sidekick Toni to solve the
tricky case. From the author of A Spoonful of Poison. Reprint.
Winter Parva, a traditional Cotswolds village next door to Carsely, has
decided to throw a celebratory hog roast to mark the beginning of the
winter holiday festivities and Agatha Raisin has arrived with friend and rival
in the sleuthing business, Toni, to enjoy the merriment. But as the spit pig
is carried towards the bed of fiery charcoal Agatha - and the rest of the
village - realise that things aren't as they seem... Very quickly it transpires
that the spit pig is in fact Gary Beech, a policeman not much loved in
Winter Parva. And although Agatha has every intention of leaving the affair
to the police, she rapidly changes her mind when she finds out Gary's exwife has hired Toni to investigate. Cantankerous and competitive as Agatha
is, she has to now join the fray and try and solve the case herself! Praise
for M C Beaton's Agatha Raisin series:I know I once vowed to read only
Agatha Christie for a year but I cheated. My No. 1 mistress, M.C. Beaton
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and her Agatha Raisin whodunits. Agatha is like Miss Marple with a
drinking problem, a pack a day habit and major man lust. In fact, I think she
may be living my dream life. Entertainment Weekly.Once again M. C.
Beaton has concocted an amusing brew of mystery and romance that will
keep her fans turning the pages. Publisher's Weekly.Pure entertainment.
The Guardian.
Down the Hatch
Shadow of Night
Agatha Raisin and the Case of the Curious Curate
Dishing the Dirt
The Book of Life
Tiga and friends are famous throughout Sinkville for their part in the Witch Wars competition, but there's so
much more of Sinkville to discover! Now, Ritzy City's Top Witch Peggy Pigwiggle has asked Tiga and Fran
to make a TV documentary about the most interesting witches in town – with Fluffanora helping out as
fashion adviser. But whilst Tiga enjoys making the documentary, she can't help but feel there's something
going on behind her back ... This hilarious companion story sits alongside the main Witch Wars series as a
standalone title, and is full of character profiles, facts and activities to fascinate fans and give them everything
they need to create their very own Witch Wars party.
Now a major Sky original production - Season 2 streaming now THE NUMBER ONE INTERNATIONAL
AND SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER. A Discovery of Witches is the first in the must-read ALL SOULS
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trilogy. It begins with absence and desire. It begins with blood and fear. It begins with a discovery of witches.
Fall under the spell of Diana and Matthew in the stunning first volume of the No.1 internationally bestselling
ALL SOULS trilogy. A world of witches, daemons and vampires. A manuscript which holds the secrets of
their past and the key to their future. Diana and Matthew - the forbidden love at the heart of it. When
historian Diana Bishop opens an alchemical manuscript in the Bodleian Library, it's an unwelcome intrusion
of magic into her carefully ordered life. Though Diana is a witch of impeccable lineage, the violent death of
her parents while she was still a child convinced her that human fear is more potent than any witchcraft. Now
Diana has unwittingly exposed herself to a world she's kept at bay for years; one of powerful witches, creative,
destructive daemons and long-lived vampires. Sensing the significance of Diana's discovery, the creatures
gather in Oxford, among them the enigmatic Matthew Clairmont, a vampire geneticist. Diana is inexplicably
drawn to Matthew and, in a shadowy world of half-truths and old enmities, ties herself to him without fully
understanding the ancient line they are crossing. As they begin to unlock the secrets of the manuscript and
their feelings for each other deepen, so the fragile balance of peace unravels... Five reasons to read A
Discovery of Witches and the All Souls Trilogy 'Rich, thrilling ... A captivating and romantic ripping yarn' E
L James 'Intelligent and off-the-wall ... irrestistible to Twilight fans' Sunday Times 'I could lose myself in here
and never want to come out ... Utterly enchanting on every level' Manda Scott 'Exciting amounts of spells,
kisses and battles, and is recounted with enchanting, page-turning panache' Marie Claire 'A bubbling
cauldron of illicit desire ... an assured saga that blends romance with fantasy' Daily Mail
A dark and enchanting fantasy adventure perfect for those who prefer their fairytales with a twist. The first in
the bestselling School for Good and Evil series.
When Tommy and Tuppence go to visit elderly Aunt Ada in her nursing home, they think nothing of her
mistrust of the doctors; after all, Ada is a very difficult old lady. But when another resident, Mrs Lancaster,
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starts talking to Tuppence about there being something behind the fireplace, Tuppence is strangely disturbed.
And when they return to Sunny Ridge to find that Mrs Lancaster has gone, Tommy and Tuppence find
themselves caught up in a spine-chilling adventure which could spell death for either of them ...
The Dead Ringer
Agatha Raisin and the Witch of Wyckhadden
The School for Good and Evil (The School for Good and Evil, Book 1)
Love, Lies and Liquor
The Quiche of Death/The Vicious Vet

Agatha Raisin and the Love from Hell continues the tradition in M. C. Beaton's beloved Agatha
Raisin mystery series—now a hit show on Acorn TV and public television. Recently married to
James Lacey, the witty and fractious Agatha Raisin quickly finds that marriage, and love, are
not all they are cracked up to be. Rather than basking in marital bliss, the newlyweds are living
in separate cottages and accusing each other of infidelity. After a particularly raucous fight in
the local pub, James suddenly vanishes-a bloodstain the only clue to his fate-and Agatha is the
prime suspect. Determined to clear her name and find her husband, Agatha begins her
investigation. But her sleuthing is thwarted when James's suspected mistress, Melissa, is found
murdered. Joined by her old friend Sir Charles, Agatha digs into Melissa's past and uncovers
two ex-husbands, an angry sister, and dubious relations with bikers. Are Melissa's death and
James's disappearance connected? Will Agatha reunite with her husband or will she find herself
alone once again?
Dishing the Dirt continues the tradition in M. C. Beaton's beloved Agatha Raisin mystery
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series—now a hit show on Acorn TV and public television. When therapist Jill Davent moved to
the village of Carsely, Agatha Raisin was not a fan. Not only was this therapist romancing
Agatha's ex-husband but she dug up details of Agatha's not-too-glamorous origins. Jill also
counsels a woman, Gwen Simple, that Agatha firmly believes assisted her son in some grisly
murders, although there is no proof. Not one to keep her feelings to herself, Agatha tells anyone
that would listen that Jill is a charlatan and better off dead. Agatha could only sigh with relief
when the therapist took an office in Mircester. When Agatha learns that Jill had hired a private
detective to investigate her background, she barges into Jill's office and gives her a piece of her
mind, yelling "I could kill you!" So when Jill is found strangled to death in her office two days
later, Agatha becomes the prime suspect. But Agatha, along with her team of private detectives,
is determined to prove her innocence and find the real culprit. This time Agatha must use her
skills to save her own skin. With Dishing the Dirt, MC Beaton proves that "once you meet
Agatha Raisin, you'll keep coming back."(New York Journal of Books)
THE SUNDAY TIMES AND NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 'The new Game of Thrones'
Stylist 'Puts Samantha Shannon in the same league as Robin Hobb and George R.R. Martin.
Shannon is a master of dragons' Starburst 'Epic fantasy with added dragons. A blockbuster'
Guardian, Best Science Fiction and Fantasy An enthralling, epic fantasy about a world on the
brink of war with dragons - and the women who must lead the fight to save it. A world divided. A
queendom without an heir. An ancient enemy awakens. The House of Berethnet has ruled Inys
for a thousand years. Still unwed, Queen Sabran the Ninth must conceive a daughter to protect
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her realm from destruction – but assassins are getting closer to her door. Ead Duryan is an
outsider at court. Though she has risen to the position of lady-in-waiting, she is loyal to a
hidden society of mages. Ead keeps a watchful eye on Sabran, secretly protecting her with
forbidden magic. Across the dark sea, Tané has trained to be a dragonrider since she was a
child, but is forced to make a choice that could see her life unravel. Meanwhile, the divided East
and West refuse to parley, and forces of chaos are rising from their sleep.
The ninth in the Agatha Raisin murder mysteries.
A Novel
The Witch Elm
Hot to Trot
Agatha Raisin: Hell's Bells
Introducing Agatha Raisin

The Witches’ Tree continues the tradition in M. C. Beaton's
beloved Agatha Raisin mystery series—now a hit show on
Acorn TV and public television. Cotswolds inhabitants are
used to inclement weather, but the night sky is especially
foggy as Rory and Molly Devere, the new vicar and his wife,
drive slowly home from a dinner party in their village of
Sumpton Harcourt. They strain to see the road ahead—and
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then suddenly brake, screeching to a halt. Right in front
of them, aglow in the headlights, a body hangs from a
gnarled tree at the edge of town. Margaret Darby, an
elderly spinster, has been murdered—and the villagers are
bewildered as to who would commit such a crime. Agatha
Raisin rises to the occasion (a little glad for the
excitement, to tell the truth, after a long run of lost
cats and divorces on the books). But Sumpton Harcourt is a
small and private village, she finds—a place that poses
more questions than answers. And when two more murders
follow the first, Agatha begins to fear for her
reputation—and even her life. That the village has its own
coven of witches certainly doesn't make her feel any
better...
'Every new Agatha Raisin escapade is a total joy' ASHLEY
JENSEN 'No wonder she's been crowned Queen of Cosy Crime'
MAIL ON SUNDAY 'A Beaton novel is like The Archers on
speed' DAILY MAIL The latest Agatha Raisin mystery from
bestselling author M. C. Beaton The team of bells at St.
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Ethelred church is the pride and glory of the idyllic
Cotswolds village of Thirk Magna, together with the most
dedicated bell ringers in the whole of England: the twins
Mavis and Millicent Dupin. As the village gets ready for
the Bishop's visit, the twins get overly-excited at the
prospect of ringing the special peal of bells created for
the occasion and start bullying the other bell ringers,
forcing them to rehearse and rehearse . . . so much so that
Joseph Kennell, a retired lawyer, yells at the sisters that
he 'felt like killing them'! When the twins' home is broken
into one night and Millicent is found dead, struck from a
hammer blow, suspicion falls onto the lawyer. Will Agatha
unmask the real killer and clear Joseph's name? * Praise
for M. C. Beaton's Agatha Raisin series: 'The detective
novels of M C Beaton have reached cult status' The Times
'Irresistible, unputdownable, a joy' Anne Robinson 'Agatha
is like Miss Marple with a drinking problem, a pack-a-day
habit and major man lust. In fact, I think she could be
living my dream life' Entertainment Weekly 'I've read all
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the Agatha Raisin series. There are plenty of twists and
turns in a short read that means you're always on your
toes. If you're like me, you'll have deep affection for
Agatha' Woman's Way
'Every new Agatha Raisin escapade is a total joy' ASHLEY
JENSEN 'No wonder she's been crowned Queen of Cosy Crime'
MAIL ON SUNDAY 'A Beaton novel is like The Archers on
speed' DAILY MAIL 'The detective novels of M C Beaton have
reached cult status' THE TIMES 'Irresistible,
unputdownable, a joy' ANNE ROBINSON Agatha Raisin returns
for her 30th adventure . . . _____________ When private
detective Agatha Raisin comes across a severed leg in a
roadside hedge, it looks like she is about to become
involved in a particularly gruesome murder. Looks, however,
can be deceiving, as Agatha discovers when she is employed
to investigate a case of industrial espionage at a factory
where nothing is quite what it seems. The factory mystery
soon turns to murder and a bad-tempered donkey turns Agatha
into a national celebrity, before bringing her ridicule and
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shame. To add to her woes, Agatha finds herself grappling
with growing feelings for her friend and occasional lover,
Sir Charles Fraith. Then, as a possible solution to the
factory murder unfolds, her own life is thrown into deadly
peril. Will Agatha get her man at last? Or will the killer
get her first? _____________ Praise for M. C. Beaton's
Agatha Raisin series 'The detective novels of M C Beaton, a
master of outrageous black comedy, have reached cult
status' The Times 'A Beaton novel is like The Archers on
speed' Daily Mail 'Agatha is like Miss Marple with a
drinking problem, a pack-a-day habit and major man lust. In
fact, I think she could be living my dream life'
Entertainment Weekly 'Agatha Raisin is sharp, witty, hugely
intelligent, unfailingly entertaining. . . M C Beaton has
created a new national treasure... the stories zing along
and are irresistible, unputdownable, a joy. If you buy one
book a year, let it be this. Agatha Raisin is The Strongest
Link' Anne Robinson 'M. C. Beaton's imperfect heroine is an
absolute gem' Publishers Weekly 'Being a cranky, middlePage 25/31
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aged female myself, I found Agatha charming!' Amazon
customer review '[Agatha] is a glorious cross between Miss
Marple, Auntie Mame, and Lucille Ball, with a tad of pit
bull tossed in. She's wonderful' St. Petersburg Times
'Anyone interested in . . . intelligent, amusing reading
will want to make the acquaintance of Mrs. Agatha Raisin'
Atlanta Journal-Constitution 'Few things in life are more
satisfying than to discover a brand-new Agatha Raisin
mystery' Tampa Tribune-Times 'Beaton has a winner in the
irrepressible, romance-hungry Agatha' Chicago Sun-Times
Beloved author M. C. Beaton has delighted readers and fans
alike with her Agatha Raisin mysteries. The Quiche of Death
and The Vicious Vet, the first two books in the series, are
now together for the first time in one volume. . . . The
Quiche of Death Putting all her eggs in one basket, Agatha
Raisin gives up her successful PR firm, sells her London
flat, and samples a taste of early retirement in the quiet
village of Carsely. Bored, lonely, and used to getting her
way, she enters a local baking contest. Despite the fact
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that Agatha has never baked a thing in her life, she is
sure the pie she has secretly bought from an upper-crust
London quicherie will make her the toast of the town. But
her recipe for social advancement sours when the judge not
only snubs her entry—but falls over dead! The Vicious Vet
Agatha Raisin hasn't quite adjusted to the slow pace of
village life, or to the failure of her overtures to her
handsome neighbor, James Lacey. Since the new vet in town
is young and good looking, Agatha's perfectly healthy tabby
endures a nasty physical exam in the name of romance.
Unfortunately, his sacrifice is all for naught when the vet
is soon found dead. The police call the death a freak
accident, but Agatha convinces James that playing amateur
detective might be fun. Unfortunately, just as curiosity
killed the cat, Agatha's inept snooping is soon a
motivation for murder. . . .
Agatha Raisin and the Dead Ringer
The Priory of the Orange Tree
An Agatha Raisin Mystery
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Witch Tricks
Witch Snitch
The #1 New York Times-bestselling sequel to A Discovery of Witches, book two of
the All Souls Series. Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming
on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021!
Picking up from A Discovery of Witches' cliffhanger ending, Shadow of Night takes
reluctant witch Diana Bishop and vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont on a trip
through time to Elizabethan London, where they are plunged into a world of spies,
magic, and a coterie of Matthew's old friends, the School of Night. As the search for
Ashmole 782--the lost and enchanted manuscript whose mystery first pulled Diana
and Matthew into one another's orbit--deepens and Diana seeks out a witch to tutor
her in magic, the net of Matthew's past tightens around them. Together they find
they must embark on a very different - and vastly more dangerous - journey. "A
captivating and romantic ripping yarn,"** Shadow of Night confirms Deborah
Harkness as a master storyteller, able to cast an "addictive tale of magic, mayhem
and two lovers."**
The #1 New York Times bestselling series finale--sequel to A Discovery of Witches
and Shadow of Night, that sets up Time's Convert. Look for the hit TV series “A
Discovery of Witches” airing Sundays on AMC and BBC America, and streaming on
Sundance Now and Shudder. After traveling through time in Shadow of Night, the
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second book in Deborah Harkness’s enchanting series, historian and witch Diana
Bishop and vampire scientist Matthew Clairmont return to the present to face new
crises and old enemies. At Matthew’s ancestral home at Sept-Tours, they reunite
with the cast of characters from A Discovery of Witches—with one significant
exception. But the real threat to their future has yet to be revealed, and when it is,
the search for Ashmole 782 and its missing pages takes on even more urgency. In
the trilogy’s final volume, Harkness deepens her themes of power and passion,
family and caring, past deeds and their present consequences. In ancestral homes
and university laboratories, using ancient knowledge and modern science, from the
hills of the Auvergne to the palaces of Venice and beyond, the couple at last learn
what the witches discovered so many centuries ago. With more than one million
copies sold in the United States and appearing in thirty-eight foreign editions, A
Discovery of Witches and Shadow of Night have landed on all of the major bestseller
lists and garnered rave reviews from countless publications. Eagerly awaited by
Harkness’s legion of fans, The Book of Life brings this superbly written series to a
deeply satisfying close.
The Worst Witch written and illustrated by Jill Murphy is reissued with exciting new
branding and format. The Worst Witch is the first in the bestselling children's series
by Jill Murphy. Jill Murphy's beloved classic, The Worst Witch, has been reissued in
a beautiful new format. This is the first book in the series, and the perfect choice for
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young readers of 5 - 9 years. Mildred Hubble is a trainee at Miss Cackle's Academy
for Witches, but she's making an awful mess of it. She keeps getting her spells
wrong and crashing her broomstick. And when she turns Ethel, the teacher's pet
into her worst enemy, chaos ensues... 'Millions of young readers have fallen under
the spell of Jill Murphy's Worst Witch' - Sunday Express If you'd like to read more of
Mildred's disastrous adventures at Miss Cackle's Academy The Worst Witch Strikes
Again, A Bad Spell for the Worst Witch, The Worst Witch All at Sea, The Worst
Witch Saves the Day and The Worst Witch to the Rescue are also available from
Puffin and are perfect for children aged 5-9.
Toil and trouble in store for Agatha! Cotswolds inhabitants are used to bad weather,
but the night sky is especially foggy as Rory and Molly Harris, the new vicar and his
wife, drive slowly home from a dinner party in their village of Sumpton Harcourt.
They struggle to see the road ahead - but then screech to a halt. Right in front of
them, aglow in the headlights of their car, a body hangs from a lightning-blasted
tree at the edge of town. But it's not suicide; Margaret Darby, an elderly spinster of
the parish, has been murdered - and the villagers are bewildered as to who would
commit such a crime, and why. Agatha Raisin rises to the occasion, delighted to
have some excitement back in her life as if truth be told, she was getting bored of
the long run of lost cats and divorces on the books. But Sumpton Harcourt is an
isolated and unfriendly village, she finds a place that poses more questions than
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answers. And when two more murders follow the first, Agatha begins to fear for her
reputation - and her life. That the village has its own coven of witches certainly
doesn't make her feel any better...
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